We are Infento! We are the first in the world to develop a construction kit for families that lets them build real constructible rides together. We offer a unique durable concept that gives children a technical skill set for the future and empowers them to become a maker. Our modular parts allow endless possibilities.

We launched very successfully on Kickstarter last October and are now busy conquering the United States and Europe. We are growing fast with our current product line but as a company we want to keep our focus on product development and design in order to create the best construction kit that is possible. Therefore we are looking for YOU!

Internship assignment
Together with our creative director and founder Sander, you will be working on designing Infento 2.0. That means you will be redeveloping the base of Infento: our modular parts. Designing lighter frames and stronger connectors in an even better looking Infento design. “Is that possible?” Well, we invite you to take this challenge :)

During the period of your internship you will work daily with Sander and one other colleague on at least 2 different design challenges. Further details will be given during your application.

Qualifications needed
- An energizing BA/MA student who seamlessly works with SolidWorks and preferably InDesign
- Great technical problem solver with a passion for design
- Clear and solid communication skills and open for feedback
- A big smile on your face when you see Infento for the first time!

Internship details
- Amsterdam, Herengracht
- Start Sep 1 (6-18 weeks)
- Internship fee: 400 EUR

Application procedure
Please send to us:
- resume / curriculum vitae
- portfolio with your latest designs
- cover letter with motivation: please tell us: why Infento, what strengths you would bring to the table and what would be the first thing you would build with Infento?

Ergo; we offer you a possibility to make a difference in a fast growing international startup, to work in a fun team with a wild variety of backgrounds (both successful entrepreneurs, superb creatives and ex management consultants) who will help you grow as a person, so...

... are you ready for this ride?

Don’t hesitate, send an email to thijs@infentorides.com